CYLEONE
One line pitch:
Cyleone provides its users the means to address actual environmental and climate related
challenges with efficient and cost effective solutions thanks to CYManager and CYbox.

Market Analysis:
Cyleone has segmented his market through two axes, the renewable energy market and the drone
operators. Those represent the vertical and horizontal markets. Facing the energetic transition
needs and objectives, CYLEONE has oriented its market choices towards: The inspection and
maintenance of renewable energy plants, with photovoltaic plants as a first priority. The number of
national and international inquiries, the existence of historical partnership between CYLEONE and
plants operators and owners and, finally, the firm orders received by CYLEONE way before the
product official release on the market. Add to this, from a horizontal point of view, the drone
operators try to reach to a largest markets diversity, where CYleone solutions can help in terms of
Time to Market.

Business Proposition:
Cyleone proposes an industrial solution helping to collect and process a large variety of
envrironmental datas. This powerfull and effective smart object allows a data mining from a
autonomous platform offering an easy to connect plug-and-play sensors, named CYbox, and a
smart application, named CYManager. From a business global approach, CYleone sets his
strenght on material and software evolutivity but also on recurrent earnings thanks to services
(formation, specific sensors integration and dedicated applications) who will going to allow to
extend proposed solutions to its users. In addition to CYBox and CYmanager, Cyleone be
seconded financially on subsidies for innovation and product HELIAFOOD to manage the data in
the agri-food sector dedicated to traceability and management of non compliance of seafood .

Competitive Advantage:
CYBox and CYmanager, totally independant of the vectors drone, is able to quickly address to the
data acquisitions with the most appropriated vectors solution. And even supply an efficient
technology to respond to a new market segment, where the drone can become just a ponctual
vehicle. The evolutivity of sensors and the data's analysis are unlimited in regards a homogeneous
solution, the industrial needs and the normative requirements. So, Cyleone sets itself apart its
competitors thanks to: - Combination of data and measures can be treated instantly without
interruption - CyBox-Cymanager is a solution with a global approach - Plug and Play system Interoperate solution but independant of drone - Strong positioning on related services (equipment,
training, saas mode)

COMPANY PROFILE
• Website:
www.cyleone
• Contact:
FADEL Camille
camille.fadel@cyleone.fr
• Location:
rond point Benjamin Franklin
Cap OMEGA
34960 Montpellier
France
• Founded in: 16/11/2012
• Employees: 7
• Management:
• Financial information (€):
- Company stage:
Commercialization stage
- Capital raised to date:
- Monthly burn rate:
- Capital seeking and date:

Investment Attractiveness:

• Investors:

IP Situation:

• Referred by:
Eric Burdier

Cyleone owns two patents which, respectively integrates its modular system of sensors system
and hardware intéropérability. .

